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In this paper we present a model of the macro- their specific tumor-associated antigens (TAA)' (5) and
phage T lymphocyte interactions that generate an acquire unrelated TAA (6)(each TAA requires a specific
anti-tumor immune response. The model
specifies i) immune response);and ii) immune suppression:a) blockinductionof cytotoxic T lymphocytes, ii) antigen ing occurs upon shedding ofTAA (7),
or b) active suppresentation bymacrophages,which leads to iii) pression occurs upon induction of suppressor cells (8).
activation of helper T cells, and iv) production of
Neither of these mechanisms has been incorporated in
lymphoid factors, which induce a) cytotoxic macro- the model, because we intend to investigate conditions
phages,b) T lymphocyteproliferation,and c) an for tumor rejection and tumor breakthrough in systems
inflammation reaction. Tumor escape mechanisms lacking explicit tumor escape mechanisms. In our opin(suppression,antigenicheterogeneity)havebeen
deliberately omitted from the model. This research ion, suppression is sometimes used as too easy an explacombines hitherto unrelatedor even contradictory nation for the failure of immune responses. In the theodata within the range of behavior of one model.In retical literature on tumorimmunology. blocking effects
the model behavior, helper T cells play a crucial also play a significant role. Several mathematical models
of the anti-tumor immune response incorporate some
role: Tumors that differ minimally in antigenicity
form of blocking (9-1 1). By contrast, in this model we
[i.e.,helper reactivity) can differ markedly in rejectability. Immunization yields protection against tu- define a number of different effector cells that interact
In this paper, we investigate
mor doses that would otherwise be lethal, because in a nonsuppressive fashion.
it increases thenumber of helper T cells. The mag- how far these interactions go in generating experimennitude of the cytotoxic effector cell response detally known phenomena.
pends on the time at which helper T cells become
The model presented here is knowledge oriented: to a
activated: early helper activity steeply increasesgreat
theextent it represents the immunologic conceptualimagnitude of theimmuneresponse.Thetypeof
zation of macrophage-T lymphocyte interactions that are
cytotoxic effector cells that eradicates the tumor involved in the cellular immune response. Interactions
depends on tumor antigenicity: lowly antigenic tu- experimentally known to be complex are formulated in a
mors are attacked mainly
by macrophages, whereas simple way in the model. Experiments with various exlarge highly antigenic tumors can be eradicated
by tensions of the model (in which these interactions are
cytotoxic T lymphocytes only.
The effector mechanism by which immune systems
attack tumor cells is generally considered to be cellmediated cytotoxicity. Macrophages, T lymphocytes, and
natural killer (NK) cells are generally considered a s potential cytotoxic effector cells in the anti-tumorimmune
response (1.2).Macrophages and/or Tlymphocytes have
been found to be abundantly present in the
cellular infiltrate of tumors (3, 4). In this paper we present a mathematical model of such a cellular anti-tumor immune response.
Despite this cellular resistance,some tumors do escape
elimination by the immune system.Various mechanisms
have been proposed to account for this discrepancy: i)
antigenic heterogeneity: cells from one tumor may lose
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formulated in the more complex way) have shown that
these simplifications do not affect the model behavior in
a qualitative way.
The macrophage-T lymphocyte interactionsrepresented by the model are those known to play a role in the
reaction of cytotoxic effector cells to allo-antigens ( 1214).The fact that
several tumors expressmodified transplantation (major histocompatibility complex) antigens
(1, 15) suggests that syngenic anti-tumor immune reactions may indeed be qualitatively identical to immune
reactions to allo-antigens. Allogenic cellular immune reactions areknown to depend on the presence of helper T
cells (HTL), a cell type that exerts its
effects by the
production of various factors. The magnitude of the cytotoxic T cells (CTL) response is regulated by such a
factor, interleukin 2 (IL 2), which induces CTL proliferation. Likewise, macrophage cytotoxicity is induced by
lymphoid factors: arming of macrophages with T cell
supernatants renders them cytotoxic (16). HTL them'Abbreviations used in this paper: ANGRY, cytotoxic macrophage:
APC. antigen-presenting cell: CTL. cytotoxic T lymphocyte; CTLP. cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursor: HTL, helper T cell: HTLP. helper T cell
precursor: MPH. normal macrophage: TAA. tumor-associatedantigen:
DEBRIS, tumor cell debris.
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TABLE I
General modelformulation in d a e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n 9
APC =

(MPH + ANGRY)*DEBRIS
KMD DEBRIS

+

HTL*TUMOR
FACTOR =
KMT + TUMOR
INFLAM =

H*FACTOR
KMF + FACTOR

dCTLP
- I1
dt

"

1

time

+ I1 'INFLAM - A*CTLP*TUMOR - EL'CTLP

dHTLP
- 12 + IZ*INFLAM - A'HTLP'APC
dt

"

- EL*HTLP

dMPH
- I 3 + I3.INFLAM - A*MPH*FACTOR - EM*MPH
dt
"

dCTL - A'CTLP'TUMOR
dt

"

-=
dHTL

dt

AOHTLP'APC

- EL'CTL + RTTL'FACTOR
KMF + FACTOR

- ELOHTL + R*HTL*FACTOR
KMF + FACTOR

dANGRY
~- A*MPH*FACTOR - DM'MPH
dt

+ CTL)*TUMOR

dTUMOR
R'TUMOR
KILL*(ANGRY
~dt
TUMOR
1 +KR

KMK

+ TUMOR

dDEBRlS
KILL*(ANGRY + CTL)'TUMOR
_ _ _ -- ED'DEBRIS
KMK + TUMOR
dt
~ ~ . .
~~

Figure 1 . Scheme of the general model. Note that the inflammation
reaction. causing an extra influx of CTLP, HTLP and MPH. and tumor
cell lysis effected by ANGRY and antigen presentationby ANGRY are not
indicated in the figure.

selves are induced by macrophage antigen presentation
(17).

Theexperimentalsystem
upon whichour model is
based is ascitic tumor growth
upon the injection of tumor
cells into theperitoneal cavity of mice (18, 19).The model
parameters are based on empirical data concerning the
immunologic resistance to the SL2 lymphoma injected
into syngenic DBA/2 mice (18, 20, 21).In this system
macrophages require prior immunologic sensitization in
order to expresscytotoxicity toward tumor cells (22). The
ascitic tumors are lethalto the mice in small doses, but
immunization is possible (19, 20).
In this paper we investigate the influence of "the degree
of antigenicity" on immune reactions.
To this end we
define the degree of antigenicity of an antigen as the
initial sizes of the T lymphocyte precursor populations
that canbe stimulatedupon introduction of that antigen.
Note that the model and this definition do not differentiate between syngenic and allogenic antigens. The degree of antigenicity of a n antigen can however be interpreted in terms of syngenic or allogenic antigens. The
results show i ) that the degree of antigenicity can be
defined as the helper T cell reactivity; ii) that thedegree
of antigenicity of a tumor can influence its rejectability
abruptly: and iii) that tumors with a low degree of antigenicity (lowly antigenic, e.g., syngenic tumors) are attacked mainly by macrophages, whereas tumors with a
high degree of antigenicity (highly antigenic, e.g., allogenic tumors) canbe rejected by CTL only.
The model is investigated by means ofGRIND (23).
GRIND enables the userto analyze the static properties

"Antigenpresentation (APC). lymphoid factors (FACTOR], and the
inflammation reaction (INFLAM) are quasi steady state variables.CTLP.
HTLP, MPH.CTL.HTL,ANGRY.
tumor cells (TUMOR). and tumor cell
debris (DEBRIS] followordinary differential equations. Parameter setting:
activation rate (A) 0.001 per cell per day: cytotoxic macrophage decay
(DM) 1.0 per day: debris decay (ED) 2.0 per day: lymphocyte decay (EL)
0.02 per day: normal macrophagedecay (EM]0.05 per day: inflammation
constant (H) 9; lymphocyte influx (I1 and 12) specifies tumor antigenicity
(in order to represent different tumors]
I1 is 0.5 or 10. and 12 varies
between 0.01 to 100 cells per day; macrophage influx (13) 125,000 cells
per day: killing capacity (KILL) 10 cells per cell per day: presentation
saturation (KMD] IO' units:factorsaturation
(KMF) 50 units: killing
saturation (KMK] lo5cells: growth rate saturation(KR) lo8 cells: restimulation saturation(KMT)1,000 cells: growth rate (R) 1.O per day.
TABLE I1
I L 2 (FACTOR)-dependentCTL dgferentiation"
dPCTLP
- A*CTLP*TUMOR - A'PCTLP*FACTOR - EL*PCTLP
dt

"

dCTL
R'CTL'FACTOR
- A*PCTLP*FACTOR +
dt
KMF + FACTOR

"

- EL'CTL

~dDEBRIS - D'TUMOR + KILL*(ANGRY + CTLI'TUMOR - ED'DEBRIS
dt
KMK + TUMOR
" Antigen-primed CTLP (PCTLP)are generated
when CTLP are activated
by antigen [TUMOR]. PCTLP cells differentiate into CTL upon a second
signal delivered byFACTOR. Early DEBRIS accumulationcaused by
autonomous generationof CTL in the generalmodel is caused by normal
decay (D = 0.001) of tumor cells here. Parametersa s in Table 1. but KMD
= 5+108 units.
TABLE 111
T helper restimulationby macrophage-deriuedIL 1"
~

IL 1 = (MPH + ANGRY)'

FACTOR =

TUMOR
HTL
KMH + HTLKMT + TUMOR

HTL'IL 1
KMI 1L 1

+

" Macrophages produce IL 1 when restimulated by antigen (TUMOR]
and HTL. Parameters as in Table I, but KMD = 5+106 units:KMH = 50
cells: KMI = 500 units.

of models by numerical computation of 0-isoclines, and
to analyzethe dynamic behavior of models by numerical
integration.Theintegrator
implemented in GRIND is
ROW4A(24).
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Flgure2. The regression of a tumor
wlth an antlgenlcity correspondlng to I1 =
0.5 (CTLP = 25) and 12 = 0.3 (HTLP= 15).
Parameters a s In Table I.

b;
ANGRY

CTL
HTL
TUMOR
CTLP
TIflE I N DAlS

THE MODEL

precursors, i.e., they are "precursor b ~ u n d . The
" ~ influx
of unprimed precursors (CTLP. HTLP, and MPH) is inGeneral outline. We consideronecompartmentin
creased duringan inflammation reaction (notdepicted in
which a tumorgrows autonomously and inwhich tumor Fig. 1).
cells are killed upon contact withcytotoxic effector cells.
T lymphocytes. T lymphocytes are considered to be
Effector cells are generated upon local (i.e., within the divided into two functionally different categories: i) cycompartment) activation of precursor cells. Cells do not totoxic effector cells (CTL). and ii] cells with a n amplifirecirculate: precursors immigrate into the compartment, cation function (HTL)(25-27). Each of these populations
leave (decay),or become effector cells: effector cells, on stems from its own precursor cells, we assume thatcells
the other hand, only leave the compartment (or decay do not switch their function(28).Memory T cells are not
locally).
explicitly specified. Nevertheless memory effects, e.g.,
The model's interaction schemeis depicted in Figure 1 immunity, occur; they aredue tothe continued presence
and is formulated in differential equations
in Table I. of effector cells.
Tumor cell killing is effected by two types of effector
A constant numberof lymphocyte precursor cells, i.e.,
cells: CTL and cytotoxic macrophages (ANGRY).Cytotoxic I1 and 12, migrate into the compartment; emigration is
T cell precursors (CTLP)transform intocytotoxic effector proportional (EL) to the amount of precursors present:
cells (CTL)autonomously upon contact with tumorcells. the steady state precursor populations equal influx/efThe generation ofANGRY, on the other hand, depends flux, i.e., (I1 or I2)/EL. The influx of precursors is inon a cascade of events. Transformation of normal mac- creased with INFLAM during an inflammation reaction.
rophages (MPH)into cytotoxic ones (ANGRY)is caused by
The CTLP is activated by means of direct cell contact
factors (FACTOR)released by activated HTL. Helper cells with the tumor cells. Differentiation of activated CTLP
become activated upon contact with antigen-presenting into effectorcells is known to be HTL dependent (1 3,1 4 ) .
macrophages (APC)that appear upon the processing of CTL differentiation is made independent of helper activity here for reasons of simplicity. In Table 11, however,
accumulated tumor cell debris (DEBRIS).
Activated T lymphocytes (CTL and HTL) proliferate in
De Boer. R. J.. and P. Hogeweg. 1985. Tumor escape from immune
response to FACTOR; activatedmacrophages,on
the elimlnation:
simplified precursorbound cytotoxicity models. J. Theor.
Blol.
In press.
other hand, can only be generated from their monocyte
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Figure 3. Uncontrolledtumorgrowth
for a tumor of an antigenicity corresponding to I 1 = 0.5 (CTLP = 25) and I2 = 0.2
(HTLP = 10).Parameters as in Table I.
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the general model is extended with an antigen-primed
CTLP cell(PCTLP) whose differentiation into CTL depends onFACTOR. Inthat model, normal decay of tumor
cells (D) initiates earlyDEBRIS accumulation.
Amplifier cells (HTL)are generated whenever helper T
precursors (HTLP)come into contact with APC (29-31).
HTL produce lymphoid factors (FACTOR). Activated T
lymphocytes (CTL and HTL) proliferate, producing new
effector cells. in response to a growth factor (IL 2) produced by the helper T population (12, 32).
Lymphoidfactors. The amountof lymphoid factor can
be rate limiting in immune reactions (33).We assume
that the lymphoid factors presented here i) are identical
kinetically, ii) are produced by helper T cells (i.e., they
depend on antigen presentation),
iii) are produced rapidly
under helper T restimulation,and iv) decay rapidly compared with the cell populations. Thus, the different factors are lumped in one variable (FACTOR),which is assumed to be in a quasi steady state.
In this model FACTOR production depends on restimulation of helper T cells by antigen (TUMOR). This assumption may prove too simple, becauseHTL are known
to depend on macrophage-derived interleukin 1(IL 1) (13,
14) or on APC (17)for restimulation. The former possibility is formulated mathematically in Table 111: IL 1 is
produced by all macrophages upon their contact with
HTL and antigen(TUMOR)(1 4).
We consider three different effects
mediated by lymph-

IN DRYS

old factors: 1) a n inflammation reaction: upon opening
of endothelial junctions and/or local production of chemoattractants(34, 35); 2) activation of macrophages:
macrophages can be rendered cytotoxic nonspecifically
by macrophage-activating factoror by interferon (36.37).
or specifically by other factors (38,39):and 3) a growth
factor: IL 2 induces lymphocyte proliferation (12,13).
Inflammation is specified as the enhancedinflux of precursor cells. The intensity of the inflammation reaction
depends on the amount
of FACTOR.
Tumors. Tumor antigenicity is represented as the reactivity of lymphocyte precursor populations,i.e., the number of CTLP and HTLP that react to the
TAA on the tumor
cell surface (CTLP)or to those presentedby macrophages
(HTLP).The only parameter that is varied in thedifferent
experiments with themodel is tumor antigenicity. Thus,
for all tumors, growth rate andsusceptibility tocytotoxic
cells are identical, and only the magnitude of the initial
T lymphocyte response varies.
Small tumors grow exponentially. i.e., proportional to
their size, larger tumors grow linearly. Tumor cells are
killed by cytotoxic T lymphocytes and by activated macrophages: the killing interaction follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics (40). In the general model (Fig. 1 and Table
I) tumor cell debris is formed solely after killing of tumor
cells. The debrishas a constant decay (for simplicity the
decay of DEBRIS is made independent of macrophage
phagocytosis).
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TUMORANTIGENICITY(HELPERREACTIVITY)
FLgure 4. The relation between tumor rejectabilityand tumor antigenicity. Le., HTLP reactivity, for a set of tumors ranging in antigenicity
between 11 = 0.5 and 12 = 0.01 and I1 = 0.5 and I2 = 100. Parameters as
in Table I. 12 varies along the x axis.

Macrophages. We consider three different functional
types of macrophages: 1) macrophages that are loaded
neither with antigen nor with activating factor
(MPH),2)
macrophages loaded with antigen (APC),and 3)macrophages that arecytotoxic to tumorcells (ANGRY).
MPH renewal depends onmonocyte influx: the amount
of local production is negligible (41).Antigen presentation
is effected by both normal and cytotoxic macrophages
upon contact with tumor cell debris. Processing of the
antigen occurs in about
a n hour (17):
the numberof APC
is a quasi steady state function
of the amountof DEBRIS
and the total number of macrophages. Macrophages become cytotoxic to tumorcells upon contact with
FACTOR.
ANGRY leave the compartment (decay)at a constant rate.
Parameter setting. The parameter setting (see the
Appendix and Table I) is basedon data concerning the
immunologic resistance of the DBA/2 mouse to the
growth of an ascitic SL2 tumor in the peritoneal cavity.
The activation rates (A) and the saturation constants
(KMD, KMF, KMK. KMT) are unknown. We assume that
considerable numbers ofHTL are required for macrophageactivation
(A), forT
lymphocyte proliferation
(KMF), and for the inflammation reaction (KMF). The
values for the remaining unknown parameters were determined by fitting themodel outcome to experimentally
known rates of changes in macrophagecytotoxicity values, which occur after a specific stimulation with tumor
cells (20, 42). The amount of factor is scaled to a maximum of one unit of factor produced per cell. Each killed
tumor cell increases DEBRIS by one unit.

We investigate the effect of tumor antigenicity by experimenting with tumors differing quantitatively in antigenicity in the sameimmune system,i.e., in our model
for one set of parameter values. In this section we describe the variation in model behavior under influenceof
tumor antigenicity.
Tumor rejection. A case of tumor rejection in themodel
is depicted in Figure 2. The tumor starts with one cell,
expandswithin 13 days to more than lo5 cells, and
regresses vigorously in 2 days due to the presence of
about 50,000 ANGRY. CTL are generated around day 6:
the CTL population remains constant until HTL appear
around day 12, then increases. CTLP and HTLP become
quickly depleted upon activation; MPH numbers remain
unaffected. After tumor rejection, CLTP reappear sooner
than HTLP.HTLP undergo prolonged activation due to
continued antigen presentation:
DEBRIS is removed after
about 5 days.
The regression of the tumor (day 15)reduces the restimulation rate of the HTL. Consequently, the amount of
FACTOR is reduced (Fig. 2). which causes the ANGRY
population to decrease.This in turn enables the
tumor to
regrow (days 18 to 25; not shown in the figure) to a size
of about 100 cells at day 25. Meanwhile, the HTL population has increased and sustains a far larger ANGRY
population. The tumor slowly regresses again and is rejected (i.e., consistsof less than one cell) around day150.
At that time, the effector populations consist of 2072
HTL, 3909 CTL, and 6351 ANGRY.
Tumor breakthrough. Tumors that are slightly less
antigenic, e.g., a tumor represented by a decrease in the
steady stateHTLP population from 15 cells (Fig. 2) to 10
cells (Fig. 3), have a dramatic impact
on the model behavior, because these tumors can no longer be rejected. In
Figure 3, such a tumor starts as one cell and breaks
through in 20 days.
The [exponential) growth curves of the two tumors
(Figs.2 and 3) are identical until day 12;after that, tumor
growth declines steeply in the “rejection case.” This decline is apparently caused by the fact that at
day 12 the
ANGRY population in the rejection case is three times
larger than thatin the “breakthroughcase.” This difference in ANGRY numbers turns out to be caused by the
initial difference inthe size of the helper population. The
addition of five HTLP at day 12 in the tumor breakthrough case leadsto tumor rejection (not depicted). After
day 18 HTL.CTL, and ANGRY numbers in the breakthrough caseexceed the maximum densities of the rejection case.
Tumor antigenicity. These results are
related in Figure
4, inwhich the largest rejectable tumor size is plotted as
a function of its antigenicity, i.e., the steady state HTLP
population. The model behavior “switches” between
weakly and strongly antigenic tumors: irrespective of
their initial size, weakly antigenic tumors cannot be rejected, whereas tumors that are slightly more antigenic
are rejected even when theyare introduced in large numbers (Fig. 4). A hundred-fold variation in CTLP reactivity
(Le., in the steady state
CTLP population) has a negligible
effect on the form and position of the curve in Figure 4.
The relation between the largest rejectable tumor and
CTLP reactivity is similarto the relation depicted in
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Figure 5. Phase-portrait fora tumor corresponding to11 = 0.5 (CTLP = 25) I2 = 0.3 (HTLP= 15) in a TUMOR, ANGRY, HTL state space for CTLP.
HTLP. MPH. CTL, and DEBRIS at their (positive)quasi steady state values. Indicated are the TUMOR’ = 0 (A).the ANGRY’ = 0 (B).and the HTL’ = 0
(C) isocline planes and (D)the contour lines of these three planes. Arrows indicate the direction of trajectories in the lower right-hand front comer.
Parameters as in Table I.

Figure 4. but the shape and
position of the CTLP reactivity curve is very sensitive to small variations in HTLP
reactivity.
Phase portrait. The effect of a n increase in HTL numbers can be interpreted in termsof the phaseportrait of
the model. Figure 5 shows the tumor
of the rejection case
(Fig. 2). On the assumption that CTLP. HTLP, CTL, MPH,
and DEBRIS are at their (positive) quasi steady state
values, we indicate the TUMOR’ = 0, ANGRY’ = 0,and
HTL’ = 0 isocline planes in a TUMOR, ANGRY, and HTL
state space. The arrows in the
lower right-hand comers
denote the direction of trajectories in thatregion. At low
HTL numbers, Le., at the back of the cubes, theANGRY’
= 0 isocline lies entirely below the TUMOR’ = 0 isocline
plane. At higher HTL values, on the other hand, these
two isoclines intersect and enclose a region in which
ANGRY increases and TUMOR decreases (Le., the region
above the TUMOR‘ = 0 but below the ANGRY’ = 0 isocline
plane). Trajectoriesthat enter this
region thus correspond
to tumor regression. A s the arrows indicate, trajectories
can penetrate into this region when the tumor starts

sufficiently small. Tumor
regression is thus only possible
when HTL numbers are sufficiently large, Le., when
these isoclines intersect.
Antigenically different tumors correspond to different
forms and positions of the HTL’ = 0 isocline plane (the
TUMOR’ = 0 and ANGRY’ = 0 planes remain invariant].
If helper influx (tumor antigenicity)
is decreased, the
intersect of the HTL’ = 0 plane with the ANGRY axis
shifts upward, and its intersectwith TUMOR axis shifts
to the right (the HTL’ = 0 plane straightens).
Irnrnunlzatlon. Analogous to the experimental set-up
of Dullens et al.(20).a model system that is incapable of
tumor rejection is challenged with a dose of “normal”
tumor cells at day 20 after two stimulations with lo7
nondividing tumor cells that have been administered at
days 0 and 10,respectively. This is depicted in Figure 6.
During the sensitization period, ANGRY, CTL. and HTL
increase. It turns out that after this immunization the
system is able to reject a tumor of at most 5’10‘ cells at
day 20 (Fig. 6).Immunity arises from a n increase in HTL
numbers: removal of ANGRY and/or CTL at day 20 does
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FLgure 6. Rejection of a tumor with an
antigenicity corresponding to 11 = 0.5
(CTLP = 25) and I 2 = 0.1 (HTLP = 5)
introduced at day 20 after two prior stimulations with lo’ nondividing tumor cells
at days 0 and 10, respectively. Parameters
as in Table 1.
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not affect the largest rejectable tumor size, whereas removal of HTL eliminates thisimmunity.
The HTL appears to play a crucial role in the tumor
rejection process. We therefore studyadoptive immunity
simply as the transfer ofHTL cells. In the system of
Figure 3 (tumor breakthrough), the addition of a single
HTL cell enables this system to reject a tumor of 5*104
cells (Fig. 7);otherwise, the tumor could not be rejected
whatever its size. In order to obtaina similar therapeutic
effect, about 1000 CTL or ANGRY are required at day 0.
Delayed administration of the HTL cell (Fig. 7) steeply
decreases the magnitude of the response: in order reject
to
a tumorof 5*1O4 cells, the HTL cell has to be administered
at day 0:and for the rejection of a tumor of one cell, one
HTL cell is needed before day 12.
Effector cellswitch. On day 20 inFigure 3, the tumor,
having escaped the macrophage attack, hasgrown large
enough to kill a mouse: the number of CTL, however,
continues to increase. If the mouse were not to die, the
CTL population would eventually outgrow the tumor population. Each tumorthat escaped the macrophage attack
would therefore eventually berejected by the CTL population.
Immunologic reactions to antigenically different tissues canbe mediated by different effector cells. It turns
out that for quantitatively different antigens our model
can account for a similar alteration in the predominant

effector cell type, although thereis no explicit regulatory
mechanism. The number of T lymphocytes generated
during an allergic reaction in the model depends on the
size of the lymphocyte precursor populations. Thus,
strong antigens, i.e., large precursor populations, evoke
strong Tlymphocyte reactions. In Figure 8 we depict such
a case: a large, highly antigenic graft, too large to be
rejected by macrophages, is rejected by CTL around day
14.Around day 9, the CTL population exceeds the size of
the ANGRY population. Note that small highly antigenic
tumors arerejected by macrophages long before the CTL
population has proliferated into a significant size. Thus
antigenicity in combination with size determines
the nature of the cytotoxic effector cell.
DISCUSSION

Duerential equations. One may wonder whether a
highly differentiated and complex cellular system such
as the immune systemcan appropriately be described by
a system of simple differential equations.We think that,
notwithstanding thelimitations of the differential equations approach(e.g., the continuousvariation of variables
in relation to small population densities), this approach
discloses interesting and counterintuitive relations between experimentallydescribed phenomena.
The current results that demonstrate the
large impact
of small variations inHTL numbers andof variations in
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decay of tumor cells accounts for the initiation of antigen
presentation), we have proved that if CTL generation is
dependent on HTL activity, the same set of results can
be produced (not shown). Nor are the results affected
when the two extensions (Tables 2 3)are combined in
one model.

+

I

CONCLUSIONS
Helper Tcells. The magnitude of the cytotoxic effector
cell response to a tumorof a given size is crucially determined by the size of the HTL population. Thelatter
depends not only on the size of the helper precursor
population (cf. Figs. 2 and 3)but also on the moment of
activation. If HTL reactivity occurs early, early ANGRY
activity is induced, consequently tumorcell debris accumulates early, which subsequently results in early activation of the remaininghelperprecursors.
Activated
helper cells present during thetumor growth phase produce their own growth factor and proliferate, giving rise
to a larger helper effector population. The first moment
ofHTL activity therefore greatly influences the model
behavior. The significance of the moment of helper activation is demonstrated most clearly by the transfer experiments in the model (Fig. 7): single HTL cells suffice
for immunization against larger tumor doses if and only
if administered early.
As for the case of tumor breakthrough(Fig. 3),too little
FLgure 7. The size of the largest rejectable tumoras a function of the
helper
activity is present for (macrophage-mediated) tumoment at which a single HTL cell Is transferred to the model compartment. The tumor under study has an antigenlclty corresponding to I1 = mor rejection. Eventually however, HTL numbers far
0.5 (CTLP= 25) and I2 = 0.2 (HTLP = 10).Parameters as in Table I.
exceed those of the tumor rejection case (Fig. 2). These
the timing of HTL activation indicate that considerable results are inaccord with the experimental data of Lanwho demonstrate that the T lymphocyte
variation in the effectiveness of the immune response is nin et al. (46).
response to a fibrosarcoma is “too little and too slow” for
to be expected in experimental systems and in, for extumor rejection.
ample,individualoriented
models (43, 44),
due to a
The relation between the largest rejectable tumor and
chance factor in the presence of one HTL at the tumor
HTLP reactivity (Fig. 4) is unaffected by large variations
site.
in CLTP reactivity. By contrast, therelation between the
Ascitic tumors. The ascitic SL2 lymphoma has a doulargest rejectable tumor size and CTLP reactivity is very
bling time of about 16 hr (21). An immune response that
sensitive to small variations in HTLP reactivity. In an
is delayed by 16 hr therefore has to cope with a tumor experimental context, tumor antigenicity is usually dealmost twice as large. Many other tumors have a far fined as the size of the largest rejectable tumor. The
longer doubling time: for human tumors, for instance, current results, however, allow tumor antigenicity to be
the (net)doubling time averages about 60 days (45).
The defined as the number of circulating helper precursors
current results that pinpoint the significance of a fast that respond to an arising tumor.
immune reaction may therefore depend on fast (ascitic)
Immunization. Immunization can afford protection in
tumor growth rates.We are currently working on param-that it increases HTL numbers, which in turn areable to
eters for other tumorsand other tumorlocations.
induce large numbers ofANGRY rapidly. The fact that
A corollary of the fast growth rate of ascitic tumors is immunization hinges upon a n increase in HTL numbers
that suppression may play a negligible role, because in- is in agreement with the data of Berke and ‘Schick (19).
duction of T suppressorcells generally takes longer than who obtainadoptive immunity by the transferof noncymost of the experimentsperformed with this system(8). totoxic lymphoid cells. Because small amounts of TUMOR
Extended models. In order to increase the generality are quickly rejected, and because proliferation ofHTL
of the results and to facilitate the interpretation of the stops when the tumoris rejected, in the model, immunimodel behavior, we have presented the results of our zation is most effective if large tumors are used. This is
simplest model (Table I). Here we investigate the influ- in close agreement with the dataof Lannin et al.(46).
ence of the incorporation of two extensions of the model:
Tumor escape. The results depicted in Figures 2 to 5
IL 1 production and HTL-dependent CTL generation. HTL show that the failure of anti-tumor immune responses
are assumed to be activated upon antigen presentation
can be solely due to a low antigenic value of a tumor. A
but to depend on restimulation with tumor cells
FACfor weakly antigenic tumorevokes a slow response, and the
TOR production (Fig. 1 and Table I). We abandon this tumor has already grown too large by the time large
simplifying assumption in Table 111, where HTL depend numbers ofANGRY are generated (cf. Reference 46).
on macrophage IL 1 production for restimulation. This Therefore tumor escape mechanisms (e.g., suppression,
extension of the model does not affect
the current results. antigenic heterogeneity) need not be the determining facWith the extended model of Table I1 (in which normal tors in tumor breakthrough.
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APPENDIX: PARAMETER SETTING
Effector cell switch. In the model, tumors that differ
quantitatively in antigenicity differ qualitatively in the
Parameter values were taken from the literature as
immune response they induce.In the model, the characmuch as possible. Several parametersof this system are
ter of a n immunologic reaction depends on the strength
however unknown; they were determined by fitting the
and the initial size of its antigen. The predominance of
model behavior to the immune reactionof DBA/2 mice to
CTL activity in reactions to strongly antigenic tissues
the syngenic SL2 tumor (20, 42). The parameter setting
(Fig. 8)fits with the experimental data:
CTL are supposed presented here is therefore partly arbitrary.
to play a significant role in immune reactions to strongly Macrophage kfnetfcs.1)The normal macrophage pool
antigenic tissues, such as virus-infected cells and allo- in theperitoneal cavity consists of 2.5*106cells (41, 42).
genic grafts. CTL are reported to be significant in virus- The turnover timeof normal'macrophages in the peritoinduced tumors (1). Le., in highly antigenic tumors.Mac- neal cavity is about 20 days (41).
Le., EM = 0.05 per day.
rophages are considered to be significanteffector cells in The influxof macrophages (13) is therefore 125,000 cells
the immune resistance
to several other tumors (4). which
per day. 2) Theinflux of macrophages duringan inflamare probably less antigenic.Ishii et al. (47) report
that the mation reaction is reported to be 10 times the normal
T lymphocyte infiltrate of methylcholanthrene-induced influx (41). Le., H = 9. This would mean that the maxisarcomas increases with increasing tumor antigenicity, mum size that the macrophage pool in the peritoneal
whereas themacrophage infiltrate remains
grossly equal. cavity can become during a n inflammation reaction is
We consider the effector cell switch to be the most 2.5*107 cells, which is in agreement withthe dataof De
interesting result of this paper: whereas immune reac- Heer et al. (42). 3) The decline in macrophage numbers
tions to lowly antigenic (e.g.. syngenic) and highly anti- after rejection of a tumor is very steep (42). Therefore,
genic (e.g.. allogenic) tissues were modeled identically, we consider the turnover time ofANGRY to be short
the macroscopic response that is generated is different.
(about 1 day), DM = 1.Oper day. 4) We assume thatwhen
tumor cells are abundant, 1000 HTL activate the entire
Acknowledgments. We thank Dr. Henk Van Loveren MPH pool per day, Le., A = 0.001 per day per cell. 5)
for stimulating discussions. We are gratefulto Miss S . M. Adams et al. (48)estimated that over a period of 16 hr,
one BCG-activated macrophage secretes enough material
McNab for linguistic advice.
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into conditioned medium to lyse 10 to 20 tumor cells. In
the caseof normal medium (Le.,in ourmodel),we assume
that when tumor cells are abundant, eachANGRY kills
10 tumor cells per day, i.e.,
KILL = 10 per day per cell.
T lymphocyte kfnetfcs. 1) T lymphocytes are considered to be long-living cells. We assume a turnover time
of 50 days (1 I), Le., EL = 0.02 per day. 2)The total T
lymphocyte population in theperitoneal cavity of a DBA/
2 mouse consists of about 1.5*106cells. On the basis of
the frequency of Lyt phenotypes (25.26).
we assume 30%
of these cells to be HTLP and 30% to be CTLP. The
reactivity of unprimed CTLP to virus-infected cells or to
certainproteins (e.g., keyhole limpet hemocyanin) is
about 1 out of lo4 cells (49, 50).Tumor antigenicity is
generally considered to be lower than this. Note that if
one out of lo5 CTLP reacts to a tumor, then the steady
state CTLP population is only five cells (5'105/105);this
means that influx(11) is on average oneCTLP cell per 10
days. Thesame holds forHTLP (51).
In order to represent
different tumors in the experiments with the
model, the
values for tumor antigenicity, expressed as lymphocyte
precursor influx (Le., I1 and 12).are varied throughout.
3) We assume that atumorconsisting
of 1000 cells
activates the entireCTLP pool per day and thata pool of
1000 APC suffices for the activation of the entire HTLP
pool per day: A is 0.001 per day per cell. 4) Factor production by HTLis assumed to be a t one-half its maximum
when 1000 tumor cells are presentfor restimulation,Le.,
KMT = 1000cells. 5)HTL and CTL proliferate in response
to FACTOR: proliferation is considered to beat one-half
its maximum when 50 HTL cells are fully restimulated.
In response to FACTOR, activated T lymphocytes proliferate as fast as the SL2 T cell lymphoma: about one cell
division every 16 hr (R = 1). 6)We consider T lymphocytes
to be just as cytotoxic as ANGRY macrophages (KILL =
10). Brunner et al.(52)report on the high cytotoxicity of
CTL clones. 7) During a n inflammationreaction, the
influx of T lymphocytes is assumed to increase10 times
(H = 9). This is identical to the increase in macrophage
influx in a n inflammation reaction. The intensity of the
inflammation reaction depends on the amount ofFACTOR: INFLAM is considered to be a t one-half its maximum when 50 fully stimulated HTL are present (KMF =
50 cells).
Tumor kinetics. 1) In the model, small tumors grow
exponentially, one division occurring every 16 hr (R =
1 .O per day).Large tumors grow linearly (KR = lo9 cells).
These parameters fit to the experimental growth curves
of Reference 21. The mice are supposed to be able to
survive with tumors of 10' cells (20):simulations are
therefore stopped whentumors exceed 10' cells (about1
g). 2)The killing term follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics
(40). We assume that when cytotoxic effector cells are
abundant, the killing rate is at one-half its maximum
when TUMOR consists of 1 O5 cells, Le.. KMK = 1 O5 cells.
This value proved to fit to the experimental data in a
simple model that represented the current killing interactions betweencytotoxic macrophages and a tumor (unpublished results). 3) When one tumor cell is killed, one
unit ofDEBRIS is formed. The removal ofDEBRIS is
considered tobe fast: DEBRIS has a turnover timeof half
a day, Le., ED = 2 per day.
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